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TIP: Together It’s Possible
We are proud to announce that TIP was 
awarded the Distinguished Service award for 
2016 from The Arc of Lehigh and Northamp-
ton Counties. This marks the first time the 
award has been given to a group and not an 
individual! Last year we sold nearly $7,000 
worth of our original glass products. While 
location may prevent you from joining us in 
making the glass, no matter where you live 
you can help us sell it!  

As the US National Parks 

celebrate their 100th  

  anniversary, your Board 

of Trustees in our recent meeting 

looked to these treasures for impor-

tant lessons as Kirkridge turns 74. Of 

course, we are not a national park; 

that would take an Act of Congress! 

Rather, we love the fact that we are 

not federal property; indeed Kirkridge 

is not owned by anyone. The Board 

realized in this recent meeting that 

we have moved from the motto of 

“Picket and Pray” that served us well 

for at least the first half-century into 

our Executive Director Jean Richard-

son’s vision that we are a national 

park for the soul. As we look for lan-

guage that clearly articulates our new 

narrative as we move into our 75th 

year, we turn to the words of Parker 

Palmer.  Parker’s work with Circles of 

I don’t have to prove my life. I just have to live it. 

 - Daniel Berrigan

Fr. Dan Berrigan died just short of his 95th birthday. Dan Berrigan was an award-winning 
poet, Jesuit priest, advocate for the LGBT community, and dedicated his life to non-violence 
and peace. Dan had a long relationship with Kirkridge. He found sanctuary here in the late 
1960’s, annually came here for personal renewal with the brothers in his community and, for 
decades, was a retreat leader along with his brother Phil, and Liz McAlister. Once asked in a 
public interview who his heroes were, Dan responded, “I do not believe in heroes, I believe in 
community.” In his life, Fr. Dan Berrigan found community here and many of Kirkridge found 
community with Fr. Dan Berrigan. 

Throughout my time living and working at Kirkridge, I have been blessed to experience rich 
community. I watch people come as strangers and leave as companions on life’s journey. 
Relationships form here that are sustaining and life-giving. Bonds and movements that coura-
geously work for change are created around the table at meals. Community forms when our 
minds are challenged during programs, when our hearts are held on walks, and when we dare 
to speak our truth with one another. At Kirkridge we do not have to prove anything. We are 
offered the gift of taking a deep breath and living our lives as our true selves – and from those 
gifts, the precious gift of community emerges.   

Kirkridge is fast moving toward its 75th anniversary. I cannot end this reflection without 
sharing with you that Kirkridge is becoming an endangered species. Just last week, I heard of 
another Canadian center closing. If you believe, like I do, that places like Kirkridge are critical 
to our common welfare, I hope that you will think seriously about supporting the future of 
Kirkridge. The death of Fr. Dan Berrigan has caused me to pause on more than one occasion 
the difference Kirkridge has made our common history. As a board member recently said, “It 
is not that we have been here 75 years, it is what we have done in the 75 years that we have 

been here.”    

In gratitude for our common work, 

Jean Richardson

The School  
at Kirkridge:
Voices of children 
are now heard dai-
ly on the mountain. 
We completed our 
first year honoring 
the inner creative 
spirit of each child 

and offering a new model for educa-
tion. We are learning, along with the 
children, the best model of school 
to offer and are gently, along with 
parents, finding our way.   

Trust and Courage to Teach and Courage 

to Lead has become an umbrella for all 

of what is happening at Kirkridge as we 

understand the importance of creating 

space for the soul to show up. Parker 

writes in A Hidden Wholeness:

• We know how to create spaces that 

invite the intellect to show up… and the 

emotions… and the will...

• We certainly know how to invite the 

ego to put in an appearance, polishing 

its image, protecting its turf and de-

manding its rights: they can be found 

wherever we go!

• But we know very little about creat-

ing spaces that invite the soul to make 

itself known.  Apart from the natural 

world, such spaces are hard to find –  

and we seem to place little value on 

preserving the soul spaces in nature.

Yes, this thin place we call Kirkridge is 

indeed a national park for the soul.

— Sally Hare

Contact Jean Richardson for more  
information at jeanr@kirkridge.org.      

From our Board Chair  


